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The first Oberwolfach Conference on Finite Fields was organized ·by Joachim
von zur Gathen (Paderborn) and Igor Shparlinsky (Sydney). There were 31
participants from ten countries.

The talks at the meeting discussed the following areas concerning finite fields:
irreducible polynomials and normal bases, value sets of polynomials, exponen
tial sums, curves with many rational points, elliptic and hyperelliptic curves,
factorization of polynomials: theory and implementations, counting problems,
cryptographic applications: discrete logarithm and efficient exponentiation.
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.Monday, 20 January 1997

9.10 Welcome

Chair: A. VAN DER PaORTEN
9.30 J. FRIEDLANDER Distribution of inverses modulo a ~rime

10.20 S. COHEN Estimates in fairly tarne extensions
11.10 G. TURNWALD On the number ofvalues ofpolynomials over

finite fields
11.40 J. G ERHARD Polynomial factorization over finite fields

Chair: G. MULLEN
16.00 H. NIEDERREITER Narrow ray class extensions and global

function fields with many rational places
16.50 H. STICHTENOTH Curves over finite fields with many rational

points
17.40 K. LAUTER Ray class field constructions of curves with

many points
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Tuesday, 21 January 1997

Chair: H. W. LENSTRA, JR.

9.10 D.-Q. WAN

10.00 M. ZIEVE

10.50 S. EVDOKIMOV

11.40 P. FLEISCHMANN

Zeta functions module p and factoring
polynomials
Value sets and zeta functions
Factorization of polynomials over finite
fields and the graph isomorphism problem
Squarefree polynomials over finite fields
and regular genus numbers of classical
groups

Wednesday, 22 January 1997

Chair: H. NIEDERREITER

9.10 J. VON ZUR GATHEN

10.00 S. GAO

10.30 P. ROELSE

11.00 S. WOLF

11.35 I. SHPARLINSKI

Efficient exponentiation in finite fields
Gauß periods
Factoring high-degree polynolnials over IF2

with Niederreiter's algorithm on the IBM
SP2
Diffie-Hellman and discrete logarithms
Polynomial approximation of the discrete
logarithm and related functions
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Thursday, 23 January 1997

Chair: J. FRIEDLANDER

9.10 G. MULLEN

9.50 D. HACHENBERGER

10.45 M. KARPINSKI

11.35 D. GRIGORIEV

Chair: S. COHEN

16.00 W'. LI

16.40 F. PAPPALARDI

17.00

Irreducible polynomials over finite fields
with prescribed coefficients
Normal bases and completely free
elements
Approximation algorithms for some hard
counting problems in finite fields
Estimating the number of zeroes of
polynomial systems over finite fields

Character sums over p-adic fields -;:...
Density estimates connected to Gauß
periods
Problem session

Friday, 24 January 1997

Chair: G. MULLEN

9.10 F. PAPPALARDI

9.50 S. VLADUTS

10.40 G. FREY

11.30 H. W. LENSTRA, JR.

12.15 O. MORENO

Average Frobenius distribution of elliptic
curves
Cyclicity statistics for elliptic curves over
a finite field
Construction of hyperelliptic curves over
finite fields
Generators for the Jacobian of a hyper
elliptic curve
Codes, exponential sums, and Ramanujan
graphs
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Abstracts

STEPHEN D. COHEN: Estimates in fairly tarne extensions
Let f = /1/12 E k(x), where k = lFq , q = pm, and let Pu = 11 - u12. f

is "tarne" if p does not divide the multiplieities of Fß for any (J E k U {oo}
and "fairly tarne" iE p2 does not divide these multiplicities. The distribution of
polynomials Fa (0' E k) with a particular factorization pattern depends on the
Galois group of Fu over k(u) and k(u) and bounds for the genus of the splitting
field. Relevant information can be derived from the ramification data and so
from the multiplicities of the zeroes of FfJ' ß E ku {oo}. We illustrate the use of
"fairly tarneness" in a situation which, of necessity, is non-tarne. e
SERGEI EVDOKIMOV; Factoring polynomials over finite fields and the
Graph Isomorphism Problem

We show that under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis the probleIn of
factoring polynomials over a finite field is polynomial-time reducible to aversion
of the Orbit Problem for antisymmetrie coherent configurations.

The Orbit Problem: given a coherent eonfiguration on a finite set \/, find the
orbits of its automorphism group.

It is assumed that the set V ean be given unexplicitly (for instance, a..'i the
set of the roots of a polynomial) and the oraele ean be applied to a family of
antisymmetrie coherent configurations.

PETER FLEISCHMANN: Squarefree Polynomials over Finite Fields and
Regular Genus Numbers of Classical Groups

Let.G be a (simply) connected reductive linear algebraic group over lFq and
G = G(q) = GF be the corresponding finite Group of Lie type, viewed as fixed
point group of a Frobenius endomorphism F of G.
Two semisimple conjugacy classes sr, sf are of the same genus if their central
izers CG(Si) are G - conjugate. If moreover these centralizers are abelian, the
classes (ar their genera) are called regular. In the course of computing 'generic
character tables' for G(q), one is interested in 'genus nurnbers' Le. the numbers
of semisimple classes of given genus. Of particular interest are the numbers of _
regular classes, which are in bijection to 'irreducible Deligne - Lusztig Characters' .,
of the dual group C·.

In general genus numbers ean be determined by analyzing the latticp.s of 'sta
hle closed subsystems' of the root system cI> of G. In the case of certain classical
groups (e.g. GLn(q), SLn(q), SUn(q) , SP2n(Q)) genera can also be investigated by
considering characteristic polynomials of elements. The interplay between these
viewpoints yields interesting connections between combinatorics of root systems
and of certain types of polynomials over IFq • In particular, by considering spe
cial squarefree polynomials one obtains, among others, explicit formulae for the
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total number of regular semisimple classes in SLn(q), SUn(q), SP2n(Q) and the

corresponding simple groups.

GERHARD FREY: ConstructioD of hyperelliptic curves over finite fields

The construction of crypto systems based on discrete logarithms in abelian

groups motivates the search for hyperelliptic curves over finite fields k for which

the group of k-rational points on the Jacobian Je of C contains a subgroup

of large prime order. Ta make this search possible one has to determine the

characteristic polynomial of tbe Frobenius automorphism on Je and hence to

know an important part of E = End (Je). This suggests to choose E as order

in a totally real field or a GM-type field and to compute the period matrix n
of a corresponding abelian variety A. In the lecture it was sketched how one can

check whether A is the Jacobian of an hyperelliptic curve 6 and then to compute

the equation of C explicitely if dim(A) ~ 5. By reduction one gets curves C with

the desired properties. : ....

J OHN FRIEDLANDER: On the distribution of inverses modulo p (and other

topics)
We discussed recent joint work with Henryk Iwaniec. We gave a simple ele

mentary proof based on ideas of A. Karatsuba of aversion of Karatsuba's recent

pfoof that one can detect cancellation in ce~tain incomplete exponential sums of

Kloosterman type where the sums run over remarkably short intervals. Because of

the number of computational algorithms which rely on conjectured but unproven

bounds for the least quaclratic non-residue and because of the sub-exponential

size of the intervals involved in this (superficially at least) similar questioll, we

suggested the possibility that these results might find same application of that

nature. We also announced our recent proof, also joint with H. Iwaniec, of theZin

finitude of the number of primes that can be expressed as the surn of a square and

a fourth power and tbe asymptotic formula for the frequency of these primes.

SHUHONG GAO: Gauss Periods

In this talk, I presented some new theorems on Gauss periods. One is charac

terizing finite fields with Gauss periods that generate normal bases. Ano~her is

deciding, for any integers q, n, k and r with nk = <p(r) and r squarefree, whether

there exists a subgroup K ~ Z; of order k such that (q, K) = 7l;. In settling the

latter 'question, an interesting theorem for finite Abelian groups is proved. Tbe

theorem goes as follows.
Suppose G is a finite Abelian group, S a subset, and K a subgroup such that

G == (8, K). Then, for any direct product G == G1 ® G2 ® ., . ® C t , there exists

a subgroup H = H 1 ® H2 ® ... ® H t , Bi ~ Gi, such that

(8, H) = G and GIB ~ G/K.
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J OACHIM VON ZUR GATHEN: Efficient exponentiation in finite fields
Computing large powers is abasie subroutine in several cryptosystems. I

present several algorithms for this problem, analyze their cost) and present exper
imental results which confirm tbe theoretical analysis. In these implementations,
an algorithm using Gauß periods and fast arithmetic turned out to be the winner.
Ta increase the range of applicability of this method, we introduce a new way of
forming Gauß periods.

JÜRGEN GERHARD: Polynomial factorization over finite fields
This is joint work with Joachim von zur Gathen. The previous five years

have brought dramatic developments in the area of polynomial factorization over
finite fields. For polynomials of degree n with coefficients in IFq , thc field with
q elements, Kaltofen & Shoup (1995) devised the first probabilistic algorithm
with subquadratic running time in the degree, taking O(n1.815 Iogq) arithmetic
operations in lFq on average. To the progress in theory also corresponds a progress
in practice: Shoup (1995) could factor a polynomial of degree 2048 modulo a
2048-bit prime in about one day of CPU-time.

Using similar techniques, in particular fast polynomial arithmetic, a blocking
strategy to minimize costly gcd calculations in the distinct degree factorization
stage, and an irreducibility test, leads to an algorithm for factoring polynomials
aver the binary field IF2 , which is Da asymptotic improvement but behaves weH
in practice. It uses OfV(n2 ) arithmetic operations in 1F2 , and its irnplcmentation
in C++ on two Spare Ultras with 143 MHz can factar palynomials of degree up to
262,144 in about 48 hours of CPU-time.

DIMA GRIGORIEV: Estimating the number of non-zeroes of systems of
polynomials over finite fields

A method is developped for estimating the number of non-zeroes of systems
of polynomials which was applied in two cases: for the polynomials of restricted
degree and the restricted number of non-zero terms. These results cntail the
known lower bounds on the number of zeroes. Also the problem of zero-test
is studied, i.e. to test, whether a polynomial given by a black-box, vanishes
identically. The developped approach is used for solving the zero-test problem
for the polynomials of the considered two classes.

DIRK HACHENBERGER: Normal Bases and Completely Free Elements
The central topic of my talk is the structure of the additive group of an

algebraic closure r F of a finite field F = GF(q) when considered as an F-vector
space with respect to the Frobenius automorphism aF. It holds that the finite
(F, Gp)-submodules of f F (these are the finite uF-invariant F-subspaces of f F )

are cyclic. A particular instance of the latter result is the Normal Basis Theorem
for finite fields which is due to K. Hensel (1888): The finite submodules which
are annihilated by polynomials of the kind xm - 1 are just the finite extensions
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GF(qm) aver F; (a generator of E = GF(qrn) as (F, (7F )-module is called a free

element 0/ E over F; its conjugates under the Galois group of E over F build a

normal basis of E over F).
Due to their usefulness for doing arithmetic computations in finite extensions

over F, the algorithmic and expIicit determination of (particular) normal bases

has become ODe of the major research topics in Finite Field Theory. In Iny talk

I will mainly concentrate on a particular type of normal bases \vhose existence

has anly been settled nearly one hundred years after Hensel's pioneering \vork: In

1986, D. Blessenohl and K. Johnsen proved that for every finite extension E over

F there exists an element w E E which simultaneously generates a normal basis

over every intermediate field K of E over F (such an element is called completely

free in E Dver F).
In order to describe the nature of elements of the latter kind, we have devel

opped tools allowing the study of r F from a simultaneous point 0/ view; "·1.e., one

ha..c; to consider a finite (F, aF )-submodule of r F witb respect to alt extensions

of F leaving this module invariant. We survey on recent results concerning the

characterization, the enumeration, the algorithmic, and the explicit construction

of completely free elements over finite fields.

For details, I like to refer to my monograph

FINITE FIELDS: Normal Bases and Completely Free Elements,

Kluwer Academic Publishers (1997), Boston Dordrecht London

ISBN: 0-7923-9851-3.
http://kapis.www.wkap.nl!kapis/CGI-BIN/WORLD

/book.htm?O-7923-9851-3

MAREK KARPINSKI: Approximation Algorithms far Same Hard- Count-

ing Problems in Finite Fields <.

We overview some recent results on the efficient approximability of the prob

lem of counting the number of zeros of multivariate polynomials over finite fields.

We prove also results on the approximation hardness of this problem for same

classes of polynomials with lower bounds almost meeting Dur upper approxima

tion bounds.

KRISTIN LAUTER: Ray class field constructions of curves over finite fields

with many rational points
In the early 1980s, Serre applied class field theüry für function fields over

finite fields to obtain many examples of curves over lF2 which are maximal for their

genus. Since then, many people, including Hansen, Stichtenoth, and van der Geer

and van der Vlugt, and Niederreiter and Xing have used various other methods

to generate curves with a large number of points. Despite these constructions,

the value of Nq(g) has remained undetermined in most cases of 9 and q, where

Nq(g) stands for the maximum Dumber of points possible on a curve of genus 9

over the field lFq . The original method of Serre, as described by Rene Schoür, can
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be implemented in a systematic manner for any field, and can be tlsed to realize
almost a11 known examples of curves with many points. By giving the ray dass
field description of the Deligne...Lusztig curves, we obtain the following results on
the order of quotients of polynomial rings:
Theorem 1 Let IFq2 be the finite field with q2 elements, q apower 01 a prime.
Let k = q + 2. Then

Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k < q + 2, in which case all ]Jolynornials
split completely into lactoTs 01 degree one.

Theorem 2 Let IFq be the finite field with q == 22m+1 = 2q5 elements. Let k =
2qo + 2. Then

I(IFq[T]/Tk )* /IF;/(l - aT Ia EJF;)I == q

Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k < 2qo + 2, in which case all polllnomials
split completely into lactors 0/ degree one.

HENDRIK W. LENSTRA, JR.: Generators for the Jacobian of a hyperel
liptic curve

Let k be a finite field, q = #k, 9 a positive integer, a, b E kIX]' deg a ~ .9, b
monic of degree 2g + 1, such that gcd(a2 - 4b, (b')2 - aa'b' + (a')2b) = 1. Let C
be the hyperelliptic curve of genus 9 defined by y2 + a(x)y + b(x) = 0, and J its
Jacobian. Embed C in J by P~ [P] - [00]. Finally, let I be an t'interval" in
k, i.e. a subset of the form {m, m+ 1, ... , m+n}' x+ B, where m J n E .z, n ~ 0,
x E k, B ~ k an additive subgroup.

Theorem. Suppose that #1 ?:: 4· (2g + 1) . .jQ.Then {(x, y) E C(k)::l E I}
generates the group J(k) unless and only unless p = chark equals 2 and I ~

b2g + a~ . ker(trace: k ~ IFz); here b = X 2g+1 + bZg X 2
g + "', a = ag);9 + ....

In the lecture, I alluded to algorithmic applications of this theorem, due to
Igor Shparlinski. Also, I indicated the proof, and how it leads me to discover
the exceptional case; the latter case was illustrated in the case of elliptie curves
(g = 1). Finally, I explained which property of "intervals" is crudal for the proof, e
and how the theorem can be modified to cover general I.

WINNIE LI: Character Sums over p-adic fields
Let K be a finite unramified extension of Qp. In this talk we give estimates for

character sums ofWeil type, such as E1/J(f(x)), Ex(g(x)), E'l/J(f(x))x(g(x)),
where /, 9 are rational functions aver K with integral coefficients, 'lj; is an additive
character of K, X is a multiplicative character of K, and the surn is over solutions
of xpn = xzpn

-
1 over K. Our method is to construct idele class charact.ers of the

function field k(x), where k is the residue field of K, and derive estimates using .
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the Riemann Hypothesis for curves proved by Hasse and Weil. As a consequence,
\ve obtain a parametrization of idele class characters of k(x) using 1/J and fJ which
allows us to construct large families of cycHcally different periodic sequences with
lo\v correlation.

OSCAR MORENO: Ramanujan graphs, codes and exponential sums
(Joint work with H. Janwa) We introduce the notion of projective graphs of

linear codes and determine that their eigenvalues are the Weil type exponential
sums defined on the code. As application of our results we give several construc
tions of sequences of Ramanujan graphs. The proof of the Ramanujan property
is given using elementary techniques.

GARY MULLEN: .Irreducible Polynomials over Finite Fields with
Prescribed Coefficients

For q a prime power let IFq denote the finite field of order q. We \vill discuss
recent work involving the distribution of irreducible polynomials over IFq with
prescribed coefficients. In particular we will discuss some recent \vork toward
proving the existence of a primitive normal polynomial of degree n ~ 2 over lFq

with an arbitrarily specified trace coefficient. A complete proof of such a result
would yield a generalization of the primitive normal basis theoreIll for finite fields
first proved by Lenstra and Schoof in 1987.

HARALD NIEDERREITER: Narrow ray class extensions and global function
fields with many rational places

This is joint work with C. P. Xing. We present various methods for the
construction of global function fields with many rational places, or equivalently
of algebraic curves over lFq with many IFq-rational points. We pursue two aims:

(i) get more information on the maximum number Nq(g) of rational places of
aglobai function field over 1Fq of genus g;

(ii) find explicit constructions of global function fields with many rational places.

An important role is played by Drinfeld modules of rank 1 and the narrow ray
class extensions derived from them. Methods based on such extensions yield
many improvements on earHer results.

FRANCESCO PAPPALARDI: Density estimates connected to Gauß periods
(Joint work with Joachim von zur Gathen) Let q = ph and suppose that r is a

prime number with r =1( fiod n). A Gauß period of 1Fqn is normal over IFq if and
only (ir(q), n) = 1 where ir(q) = [(Z/rZ)* : (q»). It was proven by Wasserman
that such a prime r exists if and only if (h, n) = 1 and

{
2p fn if p =1(mod4)
4l t n otherwise.
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We prove the following variation of this result.
Suppose q and kare given and assume the .Generalized Riemann Hypothesis.

There always exists a prime r == 1(modk) such that (ir (q), (r - 1)/ k) == 1 except
when

i) h is even and k is odd;

ii) h is odd, k is odd, pIk and p == 1(mod4).

In the case k = 1 this result says that there exists a prime for whieh q is a
primitive root if and only if q is not a square which is a consequence oE the Artin
Conjecture for primitive raots.

Furthermore we compute the density aq,k of the primes r above which is given e
by the formula:

if h is even or
if h is odd, p ~ l(mod4L k is odd
if h is odd and k is eveu or{

Ak
h

dqk == k ~ 1 1
, Ah(l- 2(2k)-lTIZ lb 1_2il ' l

b 12-1-1)
, Ilh lloh

if h is odd and p == 1(mod4).

whereb =p/(k,p) andAi = ~ n:~ (1 + t) TI:~ (1- I~J TIllhk (1 - t(t~I))' The
prüof is a generalization of the Hooley Theorem on the Artin Conjecture.

FRANCESCO PAPPALARDI: Average Frobenius Distribution of Elliptic
Curves

(Joint work with Chantal David, Concordia University) Let E be an elliptic
curve over Q. Let ap(E) = p + 1 - #E(IFp). If r E Z then we let

1TE(X) = #{p ~ X,p prime of good reduction and ap(E) == 1·}.

The Lang-Trotter Conjecture states that

r C Vi1rE f"'oJ rE-
1

-
.' ogx

(except when r == 0 and E has complex multiplication), where

c - 2 r m· #Gal(Q(E[mD/Q)Trace r

r,E - :; m!.~oo #Gal(Q(E[m])/Q) ,

where Q(E[m]) is the extension of Q obtained by adding the coordinates of
the rn-torsion points of E(ij); we think of Gal(Q(E[mJ)/Q) as a subgroup of
Aut(E[mJ) ~ GL2 (ZjmZ). Thanks to Serre's Open Mapping Theorem we know
that there exists m = mE E N such that

c - ~ mE . #Gal(Q(E[mED/Q)Trace r rr 1· #Gal(Q(E[lD/Q)1'race r

r,E - 7r #Gal(Q(E[mED/Q) IfmE #Gal({J(E[lD/Q) .
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;.\

We prove the following average form of the Lang-Trotter Conjecture. Ir A, B »
X I/ 2+f. and AB » X3/ 2+f then

where E(a, b): y2 = x3 + ax + band

er = ~ II l . #GL2{IFd1race r.
7f I #GL2(lF,)

PETER ROELSE: Factoring high-degree polynomials over IF2 with
Niederreiter's algorithm on the IBM SP2

(The following has been done in collaboration with P. Fleischmann, R.
Staszewski and M. Weller). A C implementation of Niederreiter'·s algorithm for
factoring polynomials over IF2 is described. The most time-eonsuming part of
this algorithm, which consists of setting up and solving a certain system of lin
ear equations, is performed in parallel. Onee a basis for the solution space is
faund, all irreducible faetors of the polynomial can be extracted by suitable
ged-computations. For this purpose, asymptotieal fast polynomial arithmetie
algorithms are implemented. These inelude Karatsuba & Ofman multiplication,
Cantor multiplieation and Newton inversion. In addition, an new efficient version
of the half-gcd algorithm is presented. Serial run times far the polynomial arith
metic and parallel run times for the factorization are given. It is shown that a
pseudo-randomly selected polynomial of degree 300000 can be factored in about
10 hours on 256 Dades of the IBM SP2 at the Cornell Theory Center.

IGOR SHPARLINSKl: On Polynomial Approximation and the Parallel
Complexity ofthe Discrete Logarithm and Breaking the Diffie-Hellman
Cryptosystem

This is joint work with Don Coppersmith. Several exponential (in terms of
log p) lower bounds are obtained on the degrees and orders of

• polynomials;

• algebraic functions;

• Boolean functions;

• linear recurring sequences

coinciding with values of the discrete logarithm modulo a prime p at sufficiently
many points (the number of points can be as little as pl/2+E). These functions
are considered over the residue ring modulo p and Qver the residue ring modulo
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an arbitrary divisor d of p - 1. The case of d = 2 is of special illtcrest since it
corresponds to the representation of the rightmost bit of the discrete logarithm
and defines whether the argument is a quadratic residue. These results are used
to obtain lower bounds on tbe parallel complexity of computing the discrete
logarithm.

The method is based on bounds of character sums and numbers of solutions
of some polynomial equations.

Similar results are obtained for breaking the Diffie-Hellman cryptosystem.
Several other applications of the method are indicated as weil.

HENNING STICHTENOTH: Curves over finite fields with many rational
points

A (projective, non-singular, absolutely irreducible) curve X defined over a
finite field K of size #K = q2 is said to be maximal, if N(X) (the nUlnber of K
rational points) attains the Hasse-Weil upper bound, Le. N(X) = q2+1+2g(X)·q.
Here, g(X) denotes the genus of X.

It is well-known that the genus of a maximal curve X/IFq 2 is hounded by

g(X) ~ q(q; 1), and that the Fermat curve of exponent q + 1 providcs an

I f . 1 f q(q - 1) Ir' . h I . hexamp e 0 a m~lma curve 0 genus --2--. n lact, It IS. t e Oll y curve wIt

these properties. More precisely: Suppose that X is a maximal eurve aver IFq2.

Then one of the following holds:

(1) g(X) = q(q; 1), and X is isomorphie to the Fermat curve ddined by

uq+1 + vq+1 + 1 = O.

(2) g(X) = (q ~ 1)2, and X is isomorphie to the curve defined by Uq+1 +v"t! +

1 = O.

(3) g(X) < (q - 1)2 .
4

There is a similar characterisation (by means of the genus and the nunlber of
rational points) of the Deligne-Lusztig curves associated to the Suzuki groups.
(Joint work with H. G. Rück, R. Fuhrmann, A. Garcia, F. Torres)

GERHARD TURNWALD: On the number of values of polynomials over
finite fields

Let f(x) E IFq[x] have degree n 2::: 1 and let p = char(IFq ). The number v =
#f(JFq ) satisfies v 2::: [~]+1. In the case n < p it is known that v = [~]+ 1 ~ 3
implies n Iq - 1 and f{x) = a(x + b)n + c (with a, b, c E 1Fq ). The first part of this
result can be proved under the weaker hypothesis (n, p) = 1. We also present
improvements of various lower bounds for v if v > [~] + 1.
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Let G and ä denote the arithmetic and the geometrie monodromy group oE
f(x), respectively. Birch and Swinnerton - Dyer have proved that v = cq +
On (yIQ) where C only depends on G and (; (viewed as permutation groups of
degree n). In tbe case ä = Sn one has c = E;==1(-1)i-1/jL .Some criteria are
given which can be used to show that G = Sn. By combining these it can be
proved that (; = Sn is possible for every n and every q. (The second part of
the talk is based on joint \Vork with M. Zieve.)

SERGEI G. VLADUTS: Cyclicity statistics for elliptic curves over a finite
field

We calculate tbe probability of E (elliptic curve) over 1Fq to be cyclic. It
appears that the upper limit of this probability is 1. We also characterize lF'q
\vith elliptic curves which are always cyclic.

DAQING WAN: Computing zeta functions mod p and f~ctoring

polynomials over finite fields . .
In the first part, we discuss general approaches (either p-adic or l-adic (l :f= p»

to compute the zeta function oran arbitrary algebraic variety over finite fields.
In the second part, we show how the algorithms of Berlekamp and Niederreiter

on factoring polynomials in one variable over finite fields are closely related to
the zeta functions mod p of the zero-dimensional varieties.

We give a new formula for the zeta functions mod p and it yields an algorithm
similar to the ones of Berlekamp and Niederreiter.

In the third part, we give a very simple, explicit formula for the zeta function
mod p of an arbitrary hypersurface over a finite field. This yields a polynomial
time algorithm for computing the zeta function mod p if p is small (q can be
large) and if the number of variables is fixed.

STEFAN WOLF: The Diffie-Hellman Cryptosystem and Discrete
Logarithms

This is joint work with Deli Maurer. For a cyclic group G with generator 9,
the Diffie-Hellman (DH) Problem is to compute, given two elements gX and gY,
the element gXY. This computation is required for breaking the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol. The problem is investigated if in some sense this problem
is equivalent to tbe problem of computing discrete logarithms with respect to the
generator 9 in the underlying group G. For a certain class of groups, the two
problems are shown to be probabilistic polynomial-time equivalent: this is the
case if the order of the DH group G is such that all the large prime factors of the
group order IGI are single, and such that for each such prime factor p a suitable
auxiliary group, defined in some way over the field GF(p), wit};L smooth order is
given. Possible auxiliary groups are elliptic curves and Jacobians of hyperelliptic
curves over GF(p) and extension fields, as weH as subgroups of the multiplicative
group of such an extension field. In particular it is shown that when the group
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order IGI of G is a prime p, and p -1, p+ 1, or cI>n(P) for some sITlall 11. is Sluooth,
then the DH protoeol for G is as secure as the DL problem is difficult.

MICHAEL ZIEVE: Value Sets and Zeta Functions
Let n be a fixed positive integer. A result of Bireh and Swiunerton-Dyer

implies that there is a finite set of rational numbers such that, for any finite
field IFq and any polynomial f(x) E lFq[x] of degree n, we have #f(Fq)/q =
c + On(l/vq), where c is in our finite set of rational nurnbers. (Here # f(Fq )

denotes the eardinality ofthe image ofthe map I: IFq , Fq indueed by n t--t f(ü}.)
We first reviewed the little that is known about these rational numbers c: they
satisfy c . n! E Z, l/n ~ c ::; 1, and indeed either c = I 01' C = 1 - l/n 01'

c ~ 1 - 2/n. Also, for 'general' polynomials, c = 1 - 1/2! + 1/3! - '" ± I/n!.
Evidenee suggests that there are many further restrietions Oll the values c, anel
it would be very interesting to have a fuller pieture. We then eliscllssed the
problem of eonstrueting all polynomials aehieving a preseribed valtw of c; there
is significant partial work in the case c = 1, and the eases c = 1 - 1/n anel
c = 1- 2/n ean be completely resolved (a new result). Interestingly, in all known
examples with these three values of c, the splitting field of 1(1;) - t over lFq (t)
is either a rational funetion field or a Hermitian fuoction field. Next WP. turned
to the error term On(1/vq), whieh essentially comes from the W(~il houlld. We
proposed to approach the fioer strueture of this error term via a ~valtH~ set zeta
function', namely exp(l:::l # f (IFqi )Ti

/ i). We gave a preliminary approach to t.he
study of this ohject, which shows that it has several pIeasant properties. Still,
the theory is in its infancy; hut one can hope that one day these zeta functions
\vill shed light on the values c, as weIl as explain various mysterious (~xanlples in
which the value set seems to be 'too well-behaved'.

Author: JÜRGEN GERHARD
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